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ABSTRACT 

Molecular parameters for XeOF, derived from electron diffraction data are 
compared with those previously reported in vibrational and rotational spectro- 
scopic studies of the molecule. Additional least-squares calculations were performed 
which simultaneously fitted the diffraction and microwave data. Although results 
for the separate experiments are in good agreement, each set of parameters suffers 
from fairly large uncertainties which are largely unrelated to the accuracy of the 
respective physical measurements. A comparison of parameter correlations for 
the separate and joint least-squares calculations indicates that the troublesome 
correlations in the individual sets of data are significantly reduced when the two 
sets of data are combined. Various interpretational difllculties associated with the 
process of combining the data from the two experiments are discussed and sugges- 
tions are made for estimating uncertainties in cases where the observational re- 
siduals are far from random. 

INTRODUCTION 

In principle it is possible, through appropriate transformations, to reduce 
electron diffraction and microwave data to a common basis for comparison, such 
as the r, or zero point average In recent years, Kuchitsu and coworkers 
have explored various aspects of comparisons parameters derived from 
the two experiments separately associated with combining 
data to obtain a single set of optimized structure parameters2. For many 
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however, the analyses required for rigorous transformation of spectroscopic and 
diffraction data to an rz basis either are not feasible or suffer from large uncertainty 
or indeterminacy. In cases where the combination of electron diffraction and micro- 
wave data must be made at some cruder level of approximation, it is pertinent to 
investigate the potential benefits associated with combining the data. 

Xenon oxide tetrafluoride appeared to be a promising example for study. 
Several years ago Martins and Wilson3 reported rotational constants for enough 
isotopic species to allow the calculation of all geometric parameters4. Electron 
diffraction is presumably capable of establishing the parameters also, but with a 
different pattern of sensitivity to experimental and interpretational uncertainties. 
The largest spectroscopic problem was the uncertainty in the position of the xenon 
(lying near the center of mass) and the attendant strong correlation between the 
derived XeO bond length and 0-Xe-F bond angle. The principal difficulty antici- 
pated for the diffraction analysis, on the other hand, was the proper resolution 
of the XeO and XeF bond lengths from each other in the face of the distortions of 
peak shapes known to arise in the case of bonds linking light and heavy atoms. One 
aspect of composite least-squares calculations that has not been discussed in 
previous studies is &the variation in parameter correlations with different combina- 
tions of data. We found for XeOF4 that these changes were the most direct in- 
dicators of the advantages of combining the data. 

Xenon oxide tetrafluoride is of interest in connection with current models 
for directed valence, since it can be viewed as having a Xe-0 double bond com- 
peting with an opposed lone pair for space on the xenon coordination sphere. 
Comparisons of XeOF, with related iodine and xenon fluorides and oxylIuorides 
which address this problem have been made elsewhere5. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Argonne National Laboratory supplied the sample of XeOF, used to obtain 
diffraction patterns. An input system of nickel, Monel metal, and stainless steel 
was used, all surfaces in contact with the sample being preseasoned with ClF,. 
Typical exposure times were l-5 set, and absorbances ranged from 0.2 to 1.5. 
Patterns were recorded on Kodak 4 x 5 in. process plates at the 21-cm camera 
distance using both an R2 and an R3 rotating sector, and at the II-cm and 7-cm 
camera distances using the R3 sector. Standard procedures were used to obtain 
absorbances from the photographic plates. 

PRELIMINARY TREATMENT OF DATA 

Experimental levelled intensities, I,(s), as defined elsewhere6e7 were ob- 
tained by averaging data from several plates at each of the camera distances. 
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Calculated atomic and reduced molecular intensities were based on partial 
wave elastic scattering factors of Cox and Bonbam8, Tavard’s inelastic scattering 
factors for oxygen and fluorineg, and xenon inelastic scattering factors obtained 
by scaling the Pohler and Hanson values for iodine” according to the Heisenberg 
expression for S(s) as a function of atomic number”. 

PROCElWRES FOR REFINEMENT OF MOLECULAR PARAMETERS 

Mofecular parameters were refined by comparing ~~~u~ated and experimen- 
tal reduced molecular intensities, iM(s), where 

by a least-squares process. Initially, data for the individual camera distances were 
treated separately. After the background functions, &(s), for the separate camera 
distances had been refined, using the usual criteria, a biended experimental &f(s) 

curve was constructed, merging data from the Zl-cm and 1 I-cm camera distances 
over the range s = 5.3-38.9 A- ‘. The original data for lo(s) and Ia(s) are available 
from ASIS*, Data below s = 5.3 A-l were discarded because of the high sensitivity 
of derived parameters to the relatively farge failures in scattering theory at smafl 
scattering angles. The 7-cm data were discarded also because they appeared to be 
of substantially Iower quality than the other data. Fig. 1 shows the experimental 
sM(s) together with a typicat calculated s&f(s) curve and the corresponding differ- 
ence curve. 

Fig. 1. Molecular intensity curves for XeOF4 ; Ahs~(s) represents [sM(s),,,,,_---sM(s),,,_]. 

Asymmetry constants of 2.0 A-l and 1.0 A-’ were assumed for the bonded 
and nonbonded distances respectively. For least-squares refinements, which im- 
posed geometrical self-consistency on the internuclear distances, the nonbonded 

* For a Iisting of experimental intensity data order document NApS--Ol138 from ASIS-National 
Auxiliary Publications Service, c/o CCM Information Corporation, 909 Third Avenue, New York, 
NY., 10022; remitting 52.00 for each microfiche or $5.00 for each photocopy. 
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distances were corrected for Bastiansen-Morino shrinkage effects, Estimates of 
0,001 A, 0.002 ii, and 0.007 A for the OF, FF, and F - - - F shrinkages* were based 
on calculated shrinkages for XeF, X2 and TeFs l3 and are subject to large relative 
uncertaintiesz4. Poor resolution of the OF and FF distances made it impracticable 
to refine separate vibrational amplitudes for these two distances. A constraint of 
the form ZW-ZoC)F = ~4, where d was tied for any particular caIculation, was im- 
posed in the results reported below. 

Experimental radial distribution curves 

f(r) = f&f(s) embs2 sin sr ds 

were calculated using the M,(s) approximation7 and a value for b of 0.0015 A*. 
Fig. 2 shows the experimental f(r) calcufated from the slK(s) curve of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. Radial distribution function for XeOF.+ ; Af(r) represents Lf(r),t~. -j(r)=l,. J- 

Incorporation of microwave data into some of the least-squares refinements 
was accomplished in the following manner. Additional observational equations 
were generated using as data the observed effective moments of inertia, &, for 
several isotopic species, and the distance of the oxygen atom from the center of 
mass of the i2gXe160F4 species, z,,, derived from the appropriate &‘s. Thus the 
quantj~y being quizzed with. respect to a set of parameters, {tJ& was 

W41) = C wjsj* [&(s)] c c Wc&*(lb) + %Wz,,) (3) 
Inlcnsiiy Moments 

points of inertia 

where d denotes the difference between observed and calculated vaIues of the in- 
dicated quantities. Selection of weights, W, is discussed in subsequent sections. 
The parameters, (Oil, were on an rg basis appropriate for the diffraction data. 
Expressions for calculating 1, and z,, were based on simpered, non-~gorous trans- 
formations between microwave parameters and these 0% as outlined below. First, 

* Throughout this paper, FF denotes the short and F - - - F the long fluorine-fluorine distances. 
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Zb and zOx were both written as functions of the same type of internuclear distance, 

denoted by rMw below. Secondly, the same “shrinkage” parameter, E, was used to 

relate each rs (for bonds) to its corresponding rMwy- Finally, it was assumed that 
a working value for E might be estimated from the difference between rs and r,, 
a quantity which can be calculated from mean square perpendicular amplitudes 
or estimated from known corrections for other molecules. This last assumption 
is partially justified by the observation that, for the molecules for which rg, r,, and 
r, have been determined, r, is usually substantially closer to r. than to rg. From 
calculated mean square perpendicular amplitudes for XeOF,’ 5 and TeFs ’ 6, we 
arrived at a value for E of 0.003 A. Least-squares calculations using only micro- 
wave data were made subject to the first of the above restrictions. 

RESULTS 

From diffraction data alone 

All of our calculations were based on the C,, symmetry for XeOF4 indicated 
by vibrational and rotational spectroscopy 3*4*17. By inspection, neither the C,, 

or C3, trigonal bipyramidal structures are compatible with the diffraction data. 

From the five distinct internuclear distances contributing to the molecular 
intensity, three structural parameters must be derived, a natural set being the 
XeO and XeF bond lengths, denoted as rxco and rxcF below, and the 0-Xe-F 
angle, denoted as CL. Comparisons of geometrically consistent least-squares refine- 
ments with those which allowed each internuclear distance to vary independently 
reveals that the two bond distances are determined almost entirely from the scatter- 
ing from the bonds themselves, and not from the interdependence of bonded and 
nonbonded distances required for geometrical self-consistency. Calculations based 
solely on random error theory indicate a large correlation between rXeO and r&F, 
and modest correlations between o( and either bond length (see Table 2A). 

However, the angle o! is correlated strongIy with amplitudes of vibration of 
the OF and FF distances and consequently with the value of LI (see preceding 

section) used in calculations. Evidence from other molecules suggests that deficien- 
cies in scattering theory for bonds containing atoms of widely differing atomic 
numbers affect regions of r-space on either side of the bond in question. For this 
reason, simple optimization of the fit to the geminal non-bonded peak, which yields 
a value of 0.025 A for d, is subject to considerable uncertainty. We chose to use a 
larger value, 0.060 A, in accord both with various spectroscopic calculations for 
XeF4 and XeOF4 14=15.18 and with the misfit expected in the affected region of 
r-space on the basis of diffraction data for ReF, rp, a simple octahedral molecule 
with a heavy central atom. Although this choice resulted in a significant increase 
in G[&(s)], only slight increases in parameter standard errors were observed. A 
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l-ABLE 1 

MOLECULAR PARAMETE RS FOR XENON OXIDE TtEX-RAFLUORIDE= 

Pa~a~terl~ta Ab 3= 
fitted Jo@) ~&f& lb. &zj 

rdXeW, A 1.7109 -fO.Ol l(O.0OZO) 1.7081 ~O.OO7(0.0017) 

r, (XeF), Bi 1.9010 fO.OO32(0.00079) 1.9023 fO.O023(0_0O062) 

bO-Xe-F, degrees 91.93 f0.66(0_19) 91.62 &-0_23(0.14) 

I,@=O), A 0.0364 f0.011@.0021) 0.0369(0.0020) 

&(XeJ% A 0.0484 fO.O034(0.00078) 0.0485(0.00O75) 

&@F), A 0.0740 ~O.OlO(O.0O29) 0.0729(0.0028) 

&<FF), AK [0.1355]40.010 CO.1343 J 

Z&F - - - 3% il 0.0670 f0.0O35(O.O078) 0.0672(0.0077) 

~lWCzY O.0O074O 0.0O0763 

6(Zb), a.m.u.A2 h” 0.057 0.120 

=oxt Ah.3 1.6062 1.6OOz 

f)‘: 
Spectroscopic 

1.7053(0.0OO89) 1.706f0.015 

1.904o(O.OOO02) 1.903fO.OOS 

91.66(0.072~ 91.8 f0.5 

-- 0.0362 

-- 0.0446 

-...-. 0.0803 

-- 0.1203 

-- 0.0610 

0.000810 - 

oJlOO9 0.015 

1.5980 1.6002 

s Uncertainties prefixed by “&” incrude contributions from both systematic and random errors. For the eIectron 
diffraction data, they are estimated standard errors. For the microwave results, they are of unspecified statistical 
signiiicance. For the composite data, they are estimated as described in the text. Values enclosed in parentheses 
are based on random error theory only and are chiefly measures of the internal consistency of the data being 
fitted. 
b Least-squares fit to I&) only, using weights proportional to s2. o(Z~) and zor were evaluated on the basis of 
&w = r,--0.003 A. 
= Least-squares fit of lo(s), seven moments of inertia, and zor. Weights for Z,-,(s) were proportional to s2. Each Zb 
was taken to be equivalent to one observation and z,, equivalent to three observations. 
d Least-squares fit of seven la’s and zor, using weight (Z,) per observation = 0.0014 x weight (fo,), with each 
quantity used as a single observation. Derived bond lengths were augmented by 0.003 A to put them on an rz 
basis for representation in the table. 
c Structural parameters are from Martins and W&on (see ref. 4), the r’s having been augmented by 0.003 A to 
put them on an r= basis. The amplitudes of vibration are those of Cyvin, Brunvoll and Robiette (see ref. 14). 
’ IJFF) constrained to be equal to I,(OF)+0.06 A (see text). Resultant lo’s are reported in the table. 
= For column C this was calculated for the given geometry, using amplitudes of vibration as in column A, and 
does not correspond to a least-squares refinement based on I&). 
h For c01umn A, @b) and z,,, were cakulated using mm% derived from the reported rp”s as described in the text. 
For column D. Wilson’s uncorrected parameters were used_ 
’ For the 12pXe’60F.+ species on the lzC mass scale, the experimental la = 181.376 a.m.u.A+. 
J For the 12gXe’60Fo center-of-mass coordinate system. Using experimental Z&29Xet60Fb) and 
Z~<12gXe’sOF4) in Kraitchman’s equation, we calculated znz to be 1.598 A. 

change in d from 0.025 A to 0.060 A carries ZFp from 0.100 A to 0.134 il and brings 
about a decrease in o! of lo. Error estimates for CY given in Table 1 take into account 
the uncertainty in A. . 

Column A of Table 1 gives results of the retiemeat of electron diffraction 
intensities only. Two standard deviations are given for each parameter. One is 
calculated assuming randody distributed least-squares residuals and optimum 
weighting of uncorrelated observations. The other represents an estimate of overall 
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uncertainty, including systematic errors arising both from the experiment and from 
deficiencies in _ the scattering theory, as well as adjustments for the correlation 
between intensity points 6. While the intensity data contain all of the inform&on 
available on systematic deviations between experiment and theory, the localized 
distortions in the vicinity of the heavy atom-light atom peaks make the Af(r) 
curve of Fig. 2 a simpler function to diagnose. The systematic effects are also mani- 
fested in the observed correlation between the least-squares weight function and the 
derived bond lengths, the bond lengths decreasing if the data for small scattering 
angles are weighted very heavily *. Although it is, as yet, impossible to transform 
rigorously from observed non-random distributions of residuals in heavy-atom 
molecules into corresponding parameter errors, we feel we CQ?Z make error estimates 
for those parameters most seriously affected which will be superior to the usual 
estimates obtained by arbitrarily augmenting the “standard errors” derived blindly 
from intensity residuals. Our approach is to estimate the possible influence of the 
distortions in thef(r) curve upon the derived structure parameters by the expres- 
sion6 

where L2 = Z2+2b, and the error level oLf(r)] in the immediate region of the 
radial distribution peaks in question is treated as if it arose from random noise. 
Although the expression is valid only for truly statistical errors, for well-resolved 
peaks, and for modest failure of the Born approximation, it takes into account 
much more directly than do conventional analyses on intensities those nonrandom 
errors which are delocalized in intensities but localized inf(r). The uncertainty 
associated with ct was derived from the resultant c(rii) values and the geometrical 
expression connecting them. The c(rOF) used also included the uncertainty in the 
least-squares fitting of the intensities and the concomitant uncertainty in d. 

Systematic errors which are concentrated in certain regions of r-space can 
shift vibrational amplitudes as well as internuclear distances, and by comparable 
amounts. Our reported uncertainties for Zxco and ZxcF are based on the a(rxeo) and 
~(rx~~) estimated as indicated above. Values for a(&) and c(ZFF) were calculated 
assuming an uncertainty in A of 0.02 a and ignoring the correlation between A 
and the mean of ZoF and ZFF_ No attempt was made to estimate the uncertainty in 
Z,‘S introduced by uncertainties in the phase shift envelopes, COs(&ij). 

From microwave &a alone 

Column D of Table 1 reproduces the parameters and uncertainties reported 
by Martins and Wilson4, E = 0.003 A, having been added to rxco and rX& for 

* This feature is not unique to XeOF4, but has been observed for all molecules with heavy atoms 
studied in this laboratory, including several iodine, xenon, and rhenium compounds. 
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TABLE 2 

DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND CORRELATXON COEFFICEN-I-S FOR MOLECULAR PARAMETERS OF XeOF,+* 

A. Complete matrix for least-squares refinement on Zig 

m%) 0.0020 0.00079 

rxeo 1 -0.52 

rXeF 1 
+O-Xe-F .___ ____.___._ . . . . __.--__..__-_-. .___ ..__ _._____.________, 
I XC0 

I XcF 

I OF 

~_.F 

R, index of resolution 

0.19 :0.0021 0.00078 0.0029 0.0029 
-0.13 :-0.08 +0.03 -0.02 0.0 
-0.10 f 0.0 +0.03 +0.01 -0.05 

1 :-/-0.04 +0.04 -0.34 -to.75 

1 -6.52 0.0 +0.03 
1 +0.07 to.16 

1 -0.40 
1 

0.0078 
0.0 

+:::3 

f-o.01 
j-O.04 
+0.01 
+0.04 

1 

0.013 
-0.13 
-to.13 
+0.14 

+0.07 
+0.49 
+0.11 
+0.35 
i-o.09 

1 

B. Fitting I&), Ia, z,, simuItaneouslyC 

rXeO rXcF QO-Xe-F 

m) 0.0017 0.00062 0.14 
rxco 1 -0.40 -0.73 
rXeF 1 -to.07 
QO-Xe-F 1 

C. Fitting microwave data only, with smaIP wt(l,)/wt(z,,) 

fk0 rXcF go-Xe-F 

ml 0.00089 O.CKlOO2 0.072 
rxa 1 +O.S8 -0.999 
rXeF 1 -0.62 
*O-Xe-F 1 

D. Fitting microwave data only, with [urge’ wt(Zb)/wf(z,,) 

rXeO rXcF +rO-Xe-F 

NW 0.00053 o.OOoO3 0.041 
rxc0 1 -0.13 -0.99 
li(cF 1 -0.03 
QO-Xe-F 1 

a Coefficients are taken directly from B-l matrices: 

PU = &,-‘l(Bn-’ xB,,-‘)+ a@,) = (Bag--‘)+ V’WV i 
[ 1 n-m 

b Corresponds to column A of Table 1. I m- Ior constrained to be 0.060 A during least-squares 
refinement. 
c Corresponds to column B of Table 1, for which wt(Z~)/wt(z,,) = 4.36 x 10e5. Ideally this ratio 
should be the same as a2(z,,,)/aZ(Z~), which from Table 1 has the value 3.36 x 10e4 if a(~,,) is 
taken to be Iz,,<obs.)-z,,(~c.)1. Correlations between other parameters are only slightly dif- 
ferent from those obtained fitting lo(s) only. See subtable A. 
d This corresponds to cohmm C of Table 1, for which wt(ZJwt(z,,3 = 1.4 x 10s3 and o*(I,,)/ 
a*(&) = 0.61 x IO- 3. 
c This corresponds to wt(Z&vt(zpx) = 0.10, a(Z*) = 3.73 x 10m4 a.m.u.A*, z,,(obs.)-z.,(calc.) 
= 0.00025 A, and a*(z,,)/a*(r,) = 0.46. 
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purposes of comparison with other columns of the table, which are all on an rg 
basis. The uncertainties include at least a rough estimate of systematic errors as- 
sociated with problems peculiar to extraction of structural parameters from ground 
state rotational constants and with the substitution method. Comparison of 
columns A and D shows the electron diffraction and microwave parameters to be 
the same within estimated uncertainties, even without allowing an uncertainty of 
0.002-0.003 A in the adjustment of the parameters of the two experiments to a 
common basis. This is gratifying in view of the unsettled state of electron scatter- 
ing theory for heavy atoms. 

Least-squares calculations using only z,, and the seven &‘s as data were made 
with a range of relative weights for z,, and Zb_ Column C of Table 1 gives results 
for one such calculation. The very small “standard deviations” simply reflect the 
fact that adjustment of three parameters to fit the eight observables results in very 
small residuals, especially since the seven Zb’s all embody nearly the same systematic 
biases. Because the residuals cannot be taken as random, and because the weighting 
scheme did not take into account the fact that the Z,‘s are at best marginally inde- 
pendent observations, no physical significance can be attached to the computed 
standard deviations. 

Although values for the parameters are insensitive to the relative weights 
for Zb and z,, (over the entire range of ratios 0 to co), some of the coefficients of the 
correlation matrices were highly dependent on the relative weights, as illustrated 
in Tables 2C and 2D. Increasing the weight for z,, has the effect of coupling the 
two bond lengths and of correlating the bond angle, cc, with the XeF bond. Over the 
entire range of weights the correlation coefficient between r,,, and Q! remains very 
high, ranging between -0.985 and - 1.0. 

Calculations combining diflraction and spectroscopic data 

As pointed out by Kuchitsu’, in the presence of systematic errors, the con- 
ventional inverse proportionality between weights and the corresponding standard 
deviations of observations does not give an adequate basis for assigning weights 
in least-squares calculations combining different types of observations. It seems 
reasonable to select relative weights consistent with the interpretational uneer- 
taint& of the observations if these are larger than the direct errors in measurement. 
Using the o[sZe(s)] determined from least-squares fits, together with estimated 
values for b(z,,) and a(l,) of 0.002 A and 0.3 a.m.u.~z respectively*, we obtained, 
from the standard least-squares formula, weights for z,, and Ib of 6.6 x lo3 and 
0.29 respectively for s&(s) values of unit weight. We retained these weights for 
single “observations” and merely adjusted the number of observations to which 
each microwave datum was considered to be equivalent. Column B of Table 1 gives 

* For a change in rXCF of 0.002 it, I, changes by 0.3 a.m.uf%‘. 
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results for a calculation which used seven moments of inertia, each weighted as 
one observation, plus z,,, weighted as three observations, in addition to 108 ST,(S) 
values of unit weight. Acceptable values for a(&) and &,,(obs.-talc-) were 
obtainable for a fairly broad range of weights, however, with no firm basis for 
preferring one calculation over another. Values of parameters and their associated 
standard deviations (based on random error theory) proved insensitive to the 
relative weights within the indicated range of acceptable residuals. Fits to the molec- 
ular intensity curve were slightly less stable. 

In contrast, the correlation coefEcients, pii*, connecting the various geo- 
metrical parameters changed markedly with changes in the weight of microwave 
relative to diffraction data. The Pii’s are related to the functional dependence of 
the observables on the parameters, but are independent of the actual values of 
l&s) or 1& for example, and are onIy slightly dependent on the reference geom- 
etry at which they are evaluated_ Their variation with changes in relative weights 
for the two experiments is the most important result of the mixing of the two sets 
of data, as discussed below. 

Although the nonrandom nature of the errors precludes a rigorous statistical 
analysis of the uncertainties in the structure parameters derived from the combined 
analysis, a rough but qualitatively useful assessment can be made as follows. Let 
us formuIate subjective error matrices M,, ed and M,, mW for the parameters rxeo, 
rXeF, and cc, corresponding to the electron diffraction and microwave studies, 
separately. The diagonal elements are taken to be the physically reasonable 
accumulated errors listed in Table 1, and the off-diagonal elements are generated 
with the correlation coefficients from the separate least-square fittings. It might be 
argued that the subjective bi should be modified about the mean to make the regres- 
sion slopes pijCia;-loi2 simulate those of the least-squares fittings in those cases 
where pii is large, but we chose not to do this. If the normal properties of error 
matrices are attributed to the subjective representations defined above, it follows 
that the error matrix corresponding to an optimum averaging of the electron 
diffraction and microwave data is the inverse of the matrix with elements 
I(M,, cd -')ij f (“x,mw-l )ij]s Correlations between parameters are such that the 
implied standard errors are somewhat less than (~~~-~-f-o~~-~)-~. The standard 
errors thus calculated for the composite anaIysis are entered in column B of Table 
1, treating the microwave uncertainties as if they were standard errors. 

DISCUSSION 

Because the equations relating diffraction and spectroscopic observations to 
molecular structure may contain systematic deficiencies which are larger than the 

* See footnote a, Tabfe 2. 
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purely random errors of experiment, and because our understanding of their de- 
ficiencies is, at present, quite imperfect, there exists no rigorous method fo transform 
the statistical data of least-squares analyses to physically significant standard errors*. 
Although the present case makes this shortcoming particularly obvious, similar 
troubles are probably the ruIe rather than the exception in most current, carefully 
executed electron diffraction studies. A common tendency in the literature is to 
treat residuals in intensity as if they were statistically distributed and to neglect 
systematic effects. This neglect can lead to absurdly low derived uncertainties, 
particularly when two close internuclear distances are being resolved. One scheme 
of aid in assessing plausible heavy atom-light atom uncertainties, as discussed 
above, is to utilize a Fourier transform to render more apparent the nonrandom 
residuals. Other schemes have been suggested elsewhere6. 

Short of a rigorous method for eliminating systematic discrepancies between 
theory and experiment, the best method for improving the reliability of mutually 
interfering (i.e., correlated) parameters is to add to the analyses some independent 
observations with a different pattern of correlation. The increased confidence to 
be gained is far more important than the factor (n-m)i characteristic of the mere 
increase in the number of observations being fitted. In the present study, as can be 
seen from Table 2. it turned out to be possible to mitigate the excessive correlation 
between rxeo and cc inherent in the microwave data and, simultaneously, to mod- 
erate the coupling between rXeO and rxeF engendered by the diffraction data, simply 
by mixing the two sets of data with appropriate weights. Thus, the weak points of 
each individual analysis could be remedied by the information from the other. 
If valid statistical anaIyses had been available, the standard deviations of the 
parameters themselves would have been adequate indicators of the effectiveness of 
the combined analysis. In the absence of such analyses the correlation coefficients 
play a more significant, if still subjective role. 

That the electron diffraction structure, for which the proper resolution of 
rXeO is so sensitive to failures in scattering theory, should agree so well with the 
microwave structure, with its poorly located xenon atom, is a pleasing result 
that could not have been foreseen. We may conclude, then, that for XeOg4, the 
present composite analysis effectively removes the objections to the structure 
results derived from either experiment alone. 
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